
1Invite-only private $STORE sale - $6 Million

Decentralized web services, governed by decentralized democracy

Cloud 2.0



The information provided in this presentation pertaining to STORE Labs, Inc. (“STORE”) 
and $STORE tokens is for general informational purposes only and is not a formal offer 
to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. While information in this 
presentation is believed to be accurate and reliable, STORE and its agents, advisors, 
directors, officers, employees and shareholders make no representation or warranties, 
expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of such information and STORE expressly 
disclaims any and all liability that may be based on such information or errors or 
omissions thereof. STORE reserves the right to amend or replace the information 
contained in the presentation, in part or entirely, at any time, and undertakes no 
obligation to notify you thereof.
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Founding team
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Founding $STORE token buyers



What is STORE
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The problem with cloud computing today



How STORE decentralizes cloud computing
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Addressable markets
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STORE’s vision
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What happens if STORE is right
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STORE Cloud Highlights



Product: Byzantine fault tolerant cloud computing that can scale globallyProduct: Byzantine fault tolerant cloud computing that can scale globally
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Product: A decentralized cloud that grows as the profits from building on it grow
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Technology: STORE’s novel BlockFinBFT consensus algorithm enables fast, zero-fee transactions
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Key breakthroughs with BlockFinBFT
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Key breakthroughs with BlockFinBFT
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Scalability: Cloud Markets on STORE unleash the full power of a decentralized cloud protocol
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Competition
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Competitive Advantage
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Governance is STORE’s second secret weapon (BlockFinBFT is the first)
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$STORE Treasury: Governed by a long-term and predictable decentralized monetary system
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$STORE Token Economics
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Roadmap
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We’re now fundraising with a focus on recruiting future miners (stakers)
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STORE Labs, Inc. is selling up to $6 Million of $STORE tokens.

STORE will accept USD Wire, BTC, and ETH for $STORE tokens. STORE will execute a $STORE token agreement 
and receipt for future $STORE token delivery once your investment funds are received. STORE expect the 

$STORE ERC token to begin releasing sometime between 2021 in coordination with our //Second Governance 
Test Network.

To buy pre-sale $STORE tokens at $0.069, send us an email to team@storecloud.org to receive a Token 
Agreement, payment information, and a KYC request.

Read our Private Placement Memorandum with Risk Factors at http://storecloud.org/ppm. For U.S. reasons, 
we are selling securities under Reg D. This is also a global Reg S offering. 

Chris McCoy, CEO
chris@storecloud.org

http://t.me/store_labshttp://twitter.com/store_labs
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http://storecloud.org

http://storelabs.org/ppm
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STORE’s history
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What the Silicon Valley Blockchain Society had to say in private presentations in late 2019
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STORE’s long-term bet
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STORE’s first test network is for Governance (2021)



STORE block rewards: Endowing perpetual security, operations, growth, and innovation
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How crypto and cloud intersect: In crypto, miners are the decentralized cloud providers



Why stake the STORE protocol
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Our native token is $STORE
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Our protocol is called STORE
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After governance ratification: STORE will bring decentralized computing to the mobile device
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Why tokenize data? Enormous economic value can be unlocked when refined data is tradable
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Tokenized data – datacoins – will usher in an open era of computing
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The datacoin flywheel is how machine learning and AI get adoption faster and cheaper
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How STORE evolves into a global p2p cloud computing network


